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Even in environments with heavy detail ââss, the game keeps a constant 11 FPS, which is the common standard for top RPG games like this. Wizardas was declared earlier, It is better if the assistant A© specializes in two related elements, that is, earth and fire, Water and air. The bow and arrow uses the skill of the specialized marker, which is, in
turn, based on agility. Thanks to that, he will be able to poison an adversary and blow the poison into a loop, using fire. Be careful not to accidentally press botµs, as all individual entries on the Xbox controller are used in the control scheme. BattlemageJust as wizards, it is based on the attribute of intelligence, but it is a good idea to combine this
class with another, like e. fighter, ladino or even the Ranger. From a character has more than one class, try to develop, first, the skills that are common to these classes and then the parÃoms characteristic to a certain class. Single-handed weapons, usually weaker than the two, but often cheaper and need 3 AP to handle a hit, while the two arms
consume 4 ap. Lighting Effects Add to beauty, illuminating areas, with everything from sunburst to scooping, lamping lamping. There will occasionally be a light dive if there are many spells and flashy attacks coming out in these more tricky areas, but you will not usually experience a constant structure from the beginning to the end. Thats why you
don't need to develop speed and build up too. Unfortunately, some of the textures suffer from some rendering delay. In addition, this ability needs to be raised, depending on the preference for bow/beast. Colors, lighting and textures The game's vibrant and bright world appears right of the screen on Xbox One, just like it does for PC. At the same
time, you do not need to develop the because your attacks are more accurate. Multiple Battlemages How to destroy the call and resurrection, first. The textures are also much more nominated than they were when we look at the title in the Xbox at this year's beginning. It is perceptual, but I would not say that it is an obstacle for the experience. Last
updating: Tuesday, June 14, 2016 Mayy character skills, talents and attributes Former character creation Selection of categories Base with time, as measure That your character progresses, you will receive attributes, skills and, sporadically, additional talents to distribute. In addition to the talents connected with the development of skills, it is worth
attributing talents Bully, leechesuga, and stench - often, the character's constitution is not too high and it is best if it does not It is cornered by various adversaries. The class is based on agility, but also velocity is high value. As for skills, - the main is man-in-arms that allows you to use books and new skills. The main attribute of the fighter is the force,
which influences his ability to deal with more damages, to carry armor and tougher swords. The longest that I already led was about 15 seconds of duration, which is not so bad, given the scale and the details of the divinity: play spaces of sin 2 original. The user interface can be a bit confused at the beginning, but after a few minutes learning how to
move through each menu, it is not very difficult. I am pleased to say that, in addition to some minor complaints, there was. The favorite weapon is daggers, and that is why you should increase the skills to fight with weapons of a hand and main ability - scoundrel. One of the best aspects about the title of a temporal perspective was that, in addition to
small frame rate drops, it ran and threw perfectly. So, there is the speed of movement, because you need to reach the adversary and have enough spots to blow. Division was simplified for 5 character classes: fighter, archer, assistant Battlemage and the Ladino. Its a good idea to add the attributes connected with magic (such as elementary affinity),
or my precious ones that are assigned by default - provides you with a 50% chance not to damage ³ armor a blow - repairs are cheap and they do not wear it quickly. Depending on which weapon you do not choose, you do not need to develop the specific ability to receive high blanks to attack. ROGUEROGO There is a smaller specialization that can be
combined with another character class. In a later stage of the game, after getting the highest possible level for these abilities, it is a good idea to add by 1 point of effect - this allows you to not wield some very useful feats, like e. Destroy Summon or Resurrection, with the penalty for AP, which are the lucrative sill, due to the absence of such
achievements. Divinity: The original SIN 2 will be available on August 31 on Xbox One. While things like large lands and bodies of Water become fully real-time, some smaller things, such as character models, armor and various objects can take on a fringe of a second to fully carry as you do not move the Camera. Then, you can not distribute the
additional points to the other specialization, where in the Battlemage specialization you do not develop only intellect and effect. By default, he has the skills of blacksmith, craftsmanship and identifies that are good if developed because, unlike the other characters, he often has some spare skill points to distribute. If, however, you do not decide to go
for that option, there is a good idea for the double class this character - the ladino or the batlemage. The camera, controls and Divinity Sin 2 interface of the camera are intuitive and easy to manipulate, allowing you not to change the angle in which you don't see the environment whenever and however you want. See We can earn a commission for
purchases using our links. Thats why, even if you don't create the as a character class, determine at least one point for the character with many spare points, for example, rogue or ranger. In terms of framing, Divinity: Original Sin 2 runs incredibly smoothly. Preferred talents (besides those that come with the Expert Marksman) are Arrow Recovery,
Bully, Light Stepper - because the character generally has a well-developed perception and Fedor - so that a character with a lower constitution and resistance will not be attacked too often. Now that the game is coming out of Xbox Game Preview and heading to Xbox One officially on August 31, we decided to see if this stellar design has carried over
to the official release on console. Conclusion: Superb performance and design In an age when many PC to console ports are of low quality and underwhelming, developer Larian Studios surprised me with their port of Divinity: Original Sin 2. What the individual parameters refer to can be read in the chapter "Skills, talents and attributes" - the chapter
focuses entirely on the attributes that should be selected to make the character as good as possible. Depending on whether you are going to wield a two-handed weapon, a handgun and a shield. The loading screens are also fast. In addition, choose Scientist, if you have decided to develop Blacksmithing and Crafting skills. Divinity: Original Sin 2 was
considered by many to be the best game of 2017, and for good reason: it had incredible writing, world building, gameplay mechanics, and more. It is a good idea to initially obtain the Elemental Affinity talent - it gives you -1 AP if you are standing on a surface that is the same as the spell you use. The bow requires 3 AP to attack and the crossbow
requires 4 AP. Also preferred by this class is Sneak, used for sneak attacks from behind. The magicians must skills linked to your element(s). Then, Know-it-All that adds 1 Intelligence, in Cost of contacts with NPCs - and that's why you shouldn't choose the character who ¼ most often speaks to people, for that reason. Talents that can be well
attributed to this character are far from man, know-it-all, brave and courageous. Moreover, the man who allows to use feats and scrolls at a distance of + 2 m. The talents that it is a good idea to assign, such as those that depend on capacity, are: brave, lech or brave - this provides resistance to fear, but makes you unable to escape from the
battlefield. The first thing you don't need to do, while creating the class of ca, you've selected your equipment. In addition, the archer character dies nit requires any additional attributes/abilities. It is  important to distribute them with consideration and to make the character of the specialist in his own ³. The wizard, if it uses two elements, most often
does not require the development of additional skills not related to these specializations µ. So, it is a good idea to ensure that the character is able to stand on the battlefield, which is why the skills of body and armor construction are irreplaceable. The selection of talents, such as specializes µs are wide for these characters. If you weren't worried
about performance or controls ruining the experience on the console, fear no longer. ³ skills of characters, talents and attributes create characters from previous characters. In addition, the arc range is longer and there are many more of them in the game world, however, this attack value can be even three times lower on the same weapon. A ©m of
that, it's a good idea to put a few points occasionally in will. Rangerwile Creating a Ranger, you don't need to decide whether to play as an archer or the crossbowman. Learn more. If you're not playing like a character with a gun and a shield, from time to time a a sotnop ranoicida eved m©Ãbmat ªÃcov .sievÃn .sievÃn e sapam son ragevan arap
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